
Welcome to a new generation of ARM software, Smax Technologies SCollect!

From the beginning, we have strived to be different from other software providers in this industry. Our

team has been in almost every seat inside of an Agency from Collection Agent to Owner and has used

this experience to build software that strives to give you the big boy features with the simplicity of

smaller less feature reach solutions.

SCollect, allows for streamlined account management. The software gives you powerful access to things

like, Work Flows, Integrations, OMNI Channel Communication and even document storage. Imagine

loading accounts to your system and being able to set a plan for those accounts from start to finish.

SCollect shows you a breakdown of all your expected campaigns and instantly allows you to start pushing

data to where it needs to go to keep on flow.

In addition, our integrations with third party services like document signature, texting, dialers, emailing

services and more allow for true omni-channel communications. You can initiate campaigns, respond to

messages while seamlessly keeping track of every step. Do you use a VOIP phone provider? Good news

we integrate with them just like any software phone. Enjoy true click to dial and account screen pops

while having instant access to all of your call data directly inside your software platform, glorious isn’t it?



S Collect is also ready for compliance with features to help protect you from Regulation E and Regulation

F violations. Agencies can rest assured that their software platform is doing everything they can to help

protect them, we warn you when contacts could exceed 777, we have built in model validation and

individual state controls to make sure you comply with state standards if you collect in that state. We

even have full compliant tracking with the ability to attach recordings and documents directly to

accounts or individual complaint entries.

SCollect also has gone to great lengths, working with some of the biggest debt buyers in the industry to

build out comprehensive outsourcing tools to make placements, recall accounts and process remittance

reporting a breeze for debt managers. This includes FULL document management solutions in the cloud.

Scollect can process your documents and index them for you to be able to include in outsourcing to legal

or regular collections.



The reporting built into the system has been built for you to have extremely easy access to everything

you need to make smart choices about what is going on in your company. Filter accounts by ANYTHING,

first contact, last contact, number of attempts, United States CENUS data and more. Once accounts have

been filtered there is so much more you can do with distribution and communication. We will custom

program any client specific reporting you need but we most likely already have their format built in,

because that is our goal, integrate and make every process that is not driving collections easier and

faster. We want you to focus on what your company does best, collect on past due accounts.


